
Concept Note / Guiding Questions

Applicants must send a maximum 4-page concept note.*

Below are some questions to assist you to tell us what your imaginative, 
bold, and forward-thinking initiatives (action / intervention / campaign) 
wants to achieve. Your concept note should cover these points, and should 
also give us a clear idea of your formation (association / organization / co-
operative / collective / network or movement) and the values that guide it.

For practical reasons, applications should preferably be sent in English. But 
we can also be open to accept applications in French or Portuguese.

Briefly tell us about your group (movement / association / organization / cooperative 
/ collective / network).

Some important details to be included are:   

Your group’s vision, values and profile; leadership and those responsible for this 
initiative; information about how the group is organized (structures, decision- making 
process, etc.); information on your main constituencies; in what ways your group is 
well positioned to make change.  You should also let us know whether your group is 
formally registered or not.

1. The group

2. The initiative
Please describe the imaginative and bold initiative (action / intervention / cam-
paign) that you are requesting us to support.

Outline of some the key activities, tactics or actions that will be included in this initia-
tive (maximum 3 to 5): how this initiative brings about change or makes a difference; 
how this addresses the root causes and systems of injustice; the geographic scope of 
the initiative; your target groups; how the initiative will be conducted practically; and 
when/how/why this initiative was started.  

3. Gauging Success

4. Funds

Please describe how you will gauge/evaluate the “success” of this initiative in dis-
rupting the status quo of systemic injustice. How will you monitor and follow the 
progress of the initiative, and follow the stories of change? 

Please expand on the information provided in the budget, and tell us how the funds 
will be used. 

* Are you planning on sending optional alternative video application 
(not written)?  See additional guidelines here:    
https://www.karibu.no/karibu-new-realities-grant/documents 
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